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"RACHEL'S LAW" WRAPS NEW YORK'S LONG-ARM AROUND LIBEL TOURISTS; WILL CONGRESS FOLLOW SUIT?

JUSTIN S. HEMLEPP*

State and federal legislators have recently made significant efforts to protect American publishers from foreign courts that apply foreign laws effectively chilling speech in the United States.1 So-called libel tourism, or international forum shopping by libel plaintiffs looking for friendly jurisdictions, has become increasingly prevalent in the past decade.2 The most popular destinations for libel tourists tend to be traditional common law countries, particularly England, where the availability of even one copy of a defamatory writing creates jurisdiction and a cause of action,3 and where, unlike in the United States, defamation jurisprudence is exceedingly plaintiff-friendly.4 The Internet’s impact on this scheme cannot be overestimated.5

While forum-shopping plaintiffs are not a new Internet-related phenomenon, in the wake of the Australian High Court of Justice’s landmark ruling in Dow Jones v. Gutnick,6 publishers the world over have awakened to the prospect of being hauled into courts “from Afghanistan to Zimbabwe”7 to face libel plaintiffs. In Gutnick, the High Court applied the traditional common law of defamation to the Internet and held that the act of publication takes place where the material complained of is comprehended by a reader.8 An Australian court was therefore not a clearly inappropriate forum for an American media defendant accused of
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defaming a Victoria resident in an American Internet publication that enjoys paltry readership down under. The ruling, which was quite unremarkable outside the United States, sent shivers down the spines of publishers now worried about potential worldwide liability for their online actions.

The fears were well-founded. A legal industry specializing in holding American publishers to account in foreign courts has developed in common law countries, and libel plaintiffs have not failed to take advantage of the situation. Indeed, "libel tourism is alive and well in London, the world's most hospitable forum for well-heeled plaintiffs from Russia, Saudi Arabia and the United States seeking to sue American media outlets."

Among the most well-known examples of libel tourism is the case of author Rachel Ehrenfeld and the wealthy Saudi businessman Khalid bin Mahfouz, whom the author wrote in her book, "Funding Evil: How Terrorism is Financed – and How to Stop It," was an Al Qaeda financier. The businessman sued the author in England. But Ehrenfeld, whose book was not distributed in England, refused to appear. The English court thus entered a default judgment against her.

Ehrenfeld then sought from the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York a declaratory judgment that the foreign judgment was unenforceable. The District Court found it could not exercise personal jurisdiction over Bin Mahfouz under the state's long-arm statute because he had insufficient contacts with New York. During the appeal of the District Court's
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decision, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit certified a question to New York's highest court, the Court of Appeals: What is the scope of the State's long-arm statute?20

The N.Y. Court of Appeals found that foreign parties must have contacts that further a business objective in order to trigger the long-arm statute.21 Bin Mahfouz's cease-and-desist letters and service of documents related to his action against Ehrenfeld did not further a business objective, the court explained, so New York therefore enjoyed no personal jurisdiction over him.22 In other words, the English judgment against Ehrenfeld could not be declared unenforceable in New York.

New York's State Assembly reacted quickly to the State Court of Appeals ruling, passing unanimously the Libel Terrorism Protection Act, or Rachel's Law.23 Gov. David Paterson signed the bill into law April 30, 2008.24 Rachel's Law, which amends New York's Civil Practice Law and Rules, provides that the state's courts have personal jurisdiction over libel tourists when New York publishers seek to have the tourists' prevailing judgments declared unenforceable.25 Additionally, it makes clear that foreign judgments emanating from laws that run contrary to U.S. constitutional press guarantees need not be enforced in New York courts.26

Rachel's Law was hailed by the press27 and media advocacy groups.28 Ehrenfeld herself was also praised for "the role she played in creating this country's first haven against foreign libel judgments."29 However, as noted by Governor Paterson at the bill's signing, a federal law on point is needed to protect non-New Yorkers. "Although New York State has now done all it can to
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protect our authors while they live in New York, they remain vulnerable if they move to other states, or if they have assets in other states,” Paterson said, according to a press release.30 “We really need Congress and the President to work together and enact federal legislation that will protect authors throughout the country against the threat of foreign libel judgments.”31

Congress appears to have heeded the call. Proposed legislation prohibiting enforcement of foreign libel judgments offensive to the First Amendment is now working its way through both houses on Capitol Hill. The Free Speech Protection Act of 2008, introduced in the House of Representatives by Rep. Peter King (R-N.Y.) on April 16, 200832 and in the Senate by Sen. Arlen Specter (R-Pa.) on May 6, 200833 would create a federal cause of action for American publishers defending against foreign defamation suits where “the writing, utterance, or other speech at issue in the foreign lawsuit does not constitute defamation under United States law.”34 The bill would also establish U.S. jurisdiction over the plaintiff bringing the foreign libel suit.35 If the American defendant in the foreign suit proves the foreign action or judgment is contrary to First Amendment guarantees, “the district court shall order that any foreign judgment in the foreign lawsuit in question may not be enforced in the United States”36 and may award injunctive relief.37

The bill also would make damages available to an American defendant in a foreign libel suit based on “[t]he amount of the foreign judgment . . . [t]he costs, including all legal fees, attributable to the foreign lawsuit that have been borne by [the American defendant] . . . [and t]he harm caused . . . due to decreased opportunities to publish, conduct research, or generate funding.”38 Treble damages would be available where it is determined

that the person or entity bringing the foreign lawsuit at issue intentionally engaged in a scheme to suppress First Amendment rights by discouraging
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publishers or other media not to publish, or discouraging employers, contractors, donors, sponsors, or similar financial supporters not to employ, retain, or support, the research, writing, or other speech of a journalist, academic, commentator, expert, or other individual [. . .]  

As of this writing, the House version of the bill is before the Subcommittee on Courts, the Internet, and Intellectual Property. Its identical Senate companion is before the Judiciary Committee.  

Rachel's Law and its proposed federal counterpart, though steps in the right direction, are wholly insufficient to eradicate the issue of global forum shopping by libel plaintiffs. For instance, publishers with assets outside the United States would not be cloaked by the proposed federal law, and non-New Yorkers are not protected by Rachel's Law. As the problem of libel tourism is international in scope, the solution is necessarily international as well. Agreement on such a solution is unlikely in the near term, however, because the interests implicated by defamation are linked to a society's core values. According to Columbia law professor Richard Winfield, "[t]o learn the law of defamation of a nation is to glimpse into that society’s tolerance for dissent and freedom to criticize the powerful." American tolerance for critical journalism, anchored in the N.Y. Times v. Sullivan line of cases, is notably higher than in all other countries. Persuading a world wary of "American legal hegemony" to abandon its traditions and instead embrace American-style press freedoms is a mammoth, if not impossible, task indeed.
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